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Abstract—The Psyche Mission presents the first opportunity to
explore the largest metal asteroid in the solar system, (16)
Psyche, which is believed to be the exposed core of a larger
planetesimal that was stripped of its rocky mantle through
multiple collisions during early solar system formation. The
mission was selected in January 2017 for a 2022 launch as part
of NASA’s Discovery Program and is uniquely enabled by the
integration of a Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) Chassis
delivered by Maxar Space Solutions with JPL’s core deep
space avionics, flight software, and fault management
architectures. One of the key design tasks is the development of
a fault management system capable of being responsive to the
unique elements of the combined JPL and Maxar spacecraft
architecture. This new design leverages the strengths of each
organization, with Maxar delivering its well-proven highvoltage power bus and low-thrust electric propulsion
subsystem from its GEO communications satellite product line,
and JPL delivering its deep space mission expertise and the
hardware and software most critical to deep space mission
design. The development of a robust low-thrust mission and
the integration of design philosophies and hardware from two
organizations is not without its challenges though.

This paper describes the evolution of the Psyche fault
management architecture and design from the concept study
into the preliminary design phase, with a focus on the unique
challenges associated with flying GEO communications
satellite hardware in deep space, implementing a robust lowthrust mission, and the integration of design philosophies and
hardware from JPL and Maxar. Details regarding how these
challenges are addressed in the fault management design in
order to maximize heritage, leverage the strengths of each
organization, and minimize risk across the design are also
discussed.
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A key challenge in the development of the Psyche fault
management architecture and design is in the integration of
design philosophies and hardware from JPL and Maxar. At
the architecture level, Maxar GEO communications satellites
are developed under the premise of highly responsive ground
in the loop for the resolution of anomalies, and the
implementation takes a fail-operational approach to minimize
down time for its customers. In contrast, a deep space mission
must be able to maintain safety with long periods of ground
communication outage. Additionally, with no time-critical
events after launch, the Psyche spacecraft will generally failsafe in the presence of anomalous conditions; special
consideration is being given to this approach, however, to
minimize the loss of electric propulsion thrust time, which is
critical to low-thrust missions. At the hardware level, the
detailed definition of interfaces between JPL and Maxar
hardware presents a unique challenge in the development and
flowdown of fault management requirements, the development
and implementation of fault monitors and responses, and the
development and verification of fault containment boundaries.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mission Overview
The Psyche Mission presents the first opportunity to explore
the largest metal asteroid in the solar system, (16) Psyche,
which is believed to be the exposed core of a larger
planetesimal that was stripped of its rocky mantle through
multiple collisions during early solar system formation. The
Psyche mission has three top-level science goals: 1)
Understand a previously unexplored building block of
planet formation: iron cores; 2) Look inside the terrestrial
planets, including Earth, by directly examining the interior
of a differentiated body; 3) Explore a new type of world; for
the first time, examine a world made not of rock or ice, but
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of metal. With those goals, the Psyche mission has the
following science objectives:
-

Objective A: Determine whether Psyche is a core,
or if it is unmelted material

-

Objective B: Determine the relative ages of
Psyche’s surface regions

-

Objective C: Determine the global abundances, in
portions of Psyche's surface that appear to be a
metal phase, of light elements S, K, and Si

-

Objective D: Determine whether Psyche was
formed under more oxidizing or more reducing
conditions than Earth's core

-

Objective E: Characterize Psyche’s morphology

(JHU/APL), a Magnetometer delivered by UCLA, and the
Psyche Multispectral Imager (PMI) delivered by Malin
Space Science Systems (MSSS). Additionally, Psyche uses
its X-band telecommunications (telecom) system for a
gravity science investigation. The Psyche flight system also
carries a deep space optical communications (DSOC) Class
D technology demonstration delivered by JPL, which is not
required to meet the L1 science objectives.
The Psyche flight system is expected to launch in August
2022 and arrive at (16) Psyche in January 2026 after a 3.5year cruise. The DSOC technology demonstration is
designed to meet its requirements within the first year of
launch, during the cruise phase. Figure 1 below shows the
overall Psyche mission timeline.
Upon arrival at Psyche, the flight system will conduct its
21-month science phase through a set of four circular orbits
with progressively lower altitudes, as shown in Figure 2.
This strategy provides optimal conditions for each science
investigation while enabling the mission operations team to
characterize the shape and gravity field of the asteroid
before transferring to lower orbits. Each science orbit has at
least 30% timeline margin on achieving its science
objectives and an additional 80 days of margin is included at
the end of the science phase for a robust science collection
strategy. During orbit C, the flight system will experience
up to 65-minute eclipses, and during the orbit C/D transfer
and orbit D, it will experience up to 60 min eclipses. During
the eclipses, the flight system power is supplied by the
battery.

This set of science objectives represents both the baseline
and threshold success criteria for the mission.
The mission was selected in January 2017 as part of
NASA’s Discovery Program; it is led by Principle
Investigator (PI) Linda Elkins-Tanton of Arizona State
University (ASU) and is managed by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL). In order to achieve the L1 science
objectives for the mission, the Psyche flight system carries
the simplest payload of science instrumentation possible: a
Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) and Neutron Spectrometer
(NS) (which together comprise the GRNS instrument)
delivered by Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory

Figure 1: Psyche Mission Timeline
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Figure 2: Psyche Orbital Operations
Flight System Overview
The Psyche mission is uniquely enabled by the integration
of a solar electric propulsion (SEP) chassis delivered by
Maxar Space Solutions, and derived from their highheritage GEO communications satellite product line, with
JPL’s deep space avionics, flight software (FSW), and FM
architectures. The spacecraft subsystems, the science
instruments, and the DSOC technology demonstration
together comprise the flight system. Figure 3 shows the
Psyche flight system in its stowed configuration, and Figure
4 shows the deployed configuration.

Figure 4: Flight System Deployed Configuration
The spacecraft subsystems include avionics, power,
guidance, navigation, and control (GN&C), electric
propulsion (EP), telecommunications (telecom), thermal,
and mechanical. The JPL-delivered hardware and software
draws on significant heritage from the Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL) and Soil Moisture Active Passive
(SMAP) projects, while the Maxar-delivered hardware
draws on significant heritage from their GEO
communications satellite product line.
The avionics subsystem is comprised of hardware delivered
by both JPL and Maxar. JPL delivers the spacecraft’s main
computer, called the Psyche Compute Element (PCE), the
flight software (FSW), and the Remote Engineering Unit
(REU). The REU is critical to the FM design as it provides
logic independent of the PCE, coded in personality PROM
(PPROM), to detect PCE problems and swap to the
redundant PCE. Maxar delivers command and data handling
(C&DH) equipment to control SEP Chassis hardware and a
router for interfacing that equipment to the PCE. The PCE
includes serial interfaces to the Maxar router and the science
instruments, and 1553 interfaces to GN&C sensors, the
REU, X-band transponder, and DSOC.

Figure 3: Flight System Stowed Configuration
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The power subsystem is also comprised of hardware
delivered by both JPL and Maxar. Maxar delivers a
deployable single-axis gimbaled solar array that produces 20
kW at beginning of life and 2 kW at end of life and a 7095Whr lithium-ion battery for energy storage. Maxar also
delivers a power control unit (PCU) to produce 100V for the
EP subsystem, a set of 31-V power converters for the rest of
the flight system, battery control electronics, and power
switching electronics. JPL delivers a power distribution
assembly (PDA) with power switch slices (PSSs) for 31-V
power switching to JPL devices and the instruments. While
the REU is considered an avionics function, it is housed in
the PDA with the PSSs, as it provides the command and
telemetry interface between the PCE and PSSs, over a
remote serial bus (RSB).

thrusters (SPTs) and a power processing unit (PPU) for SPT
control and 100-300V power conversion. The SPTs are
mounted in pairs on the +X and -X sides of the spacecraft,
with each pair on a dual-axis gimbal.
The telecom subsystem is comprised of hardware mostly
delivered by JPL and includes an X-band small deep space
transponder (SDST), 100-W traveling wave tube amplifier
(TWTA), and three fixed low gain antennas (LGAs) for
gravity science and safe mode communications. Maxar
delivers a fixed, two-meter high gain antenna (HGA) for
nominal communications and science data downlink.
The thermal control subsystem is delivered by Maxar, with
the exception of some instrument-internal heaters, and
includes passive elements such as radiators, heat pipes,
louvers, and thermal blankets. The thermal subsystem also
includes heaters and heater control electronics for active
thermal control. All heater-based thermal control is via
FSW; there are no thermostatically controlled heaters.

The GN&C subsystem is comprised of sensors and actuators
that are delivered by Maxar, and algorithms that are
delivered by JPL and hosted in the PCE FSW. The flight
system is nominally 3-axis controlled, and the GN&C
sensors include a stellar reference unit (SRU) to provide the
inertial attitude knowledge needed for fine science pointing
control, a miniature inertial measurement unit (MIMU) to
provide rate determination, and a set of coarse Sun sensors
(CSSs) to provide Sun-referenced safe mode pointing. The
GN&C actuators include four reaction wheels (RWAs) to
provide fine science pointing control and some safe mode
pointing control, and nitrogen-based cold gas thrusters
(CGTs) for emergency safe mode pointing control.
Additionally, Maxar delivers an attitude control electronics
(ACE) box for interfacing the RWAs, CGTs, and CSSs to
the JPL PCE over a serial interface. The SRU and MIMU
interface to the PCE over 1553.

The mechanical subsystem is delivered by Maxar and is
comprised of the flight system structure, a single-axis
gimbal for the solar array, and a dual-axis gimbal for the
SPTs.
The flight system has several operating scenarios: launch,
cruise (including coasting, EP thrusting, and DSOC
operations), and orbital operations (including science
operations and orbit transfers). Of these, the only timecritical event is launch and solar array deployment; the
flight system must autonomously achieve a power-positive,
thermally safe state following launch vehicle separation
before the battery reaches < 30% state of charge (SoC).
Figure 5 summarizes the nominal flight system operating
scenarios.

The EP subsystem is comprised of hardware delivered by
Maxar and includes four xenon-based stationary plasma

Figure 5: Flight System Nominal Operations
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interfaces between most hardware, including all interfaces
between JPL and Maxar hardware, provide small FCRs and
multiple fault tolerance across critical functions. Single fault
tolerance implementation for the payload instruments
varies; the Magnetometer, Imager, and GRS instruments are
all required to meet L1 requirements, while the NS
instrument and DSOC are not. The Imager is block
redundant, and the Magnetometer can meet its requirements
with the loss of one sensor or electronics (requires longer
science collection time). GRS is mostly single string, with
only some selective redundancy, and therefore requires a
waiver as a single-point failure (SPF). The DSOC
instrument is not mission-critical and is therefore not subject
to the single fault tolerance requirement, but any functions
required to ensure safety of the rest of the flight system, as
they relate to DSOC, are required to be single fault tolerant.

2. FAULT MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW
Fault Management Definition
FM on the Psyche mission is the systems engineering
discipline that enables the system to prevent, detect, contain,
isolate, diagnose, respond to, and recover from conditions
that may interfere with nominal operations. FM spans all
elements of the project and is responsible for ensuring that
the project meets its fault tolerance requirements. The FM
implemented on the flight system is often called fault
protection (FP). All on-board FP is developed and
implemented by JPL and resides mostly in the PCE FSW,
with some FP implemented in the REU PPROM. Figure 6
shows an overview of where FP resides on the flight system.
FM work in phases A and B focused on the fault tolerance
architecture, such as defining the redundancy approach and
fault containment regions (FCRs), the level 2 and level 3
FM requirements definition and flowdown, and early fault
analysis to inform hardware fault tolerance (e.g., add
redundancy to eliminate single point failures) and fault
visibility. This work culminated in a successful Fault
Management Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in July
2019. FM work in phases C and D focuses on the detailed
FM design and verification and validation (V&V), such as
detailed fault analysis to develop FSW-based fault monitors
and responses, and a V&V campaign to ensure that the
design meets FM requirements.

The overarching philosophy for the FM design is to keep it
simple while preserving mission-critical functions and
resources. Mission-critical functions and resources are
defined as those required to meet L1 requirements;
examples include most spacecraft subsystems, the science
instruments, and xenon propellant. There are no time-critical
events after launch and solar array deployment, and the
mission has robust trajectory margin, with requirements for
accommodating thrust outages. Therefore, the main
objectives of the FM system are to complete launch and
solar array deployment, and for the remainder of the
mission, to achieve a safe state in the presence of faults that
threaten flight system health or resources with ground-based
recovery. This paradigm means that in the event of a fault,
autonomous device recovery is mostly limited to those
required to preserve health-critical functions and resources;
those that are non-health critical are put into a safe state.
Health-critical functions and resources are defined as those
required to keep the flight system safe; examples include

Fault Management Objectives and Principles
Psyche is a class-B mission and the flight system is required
to be single-fault tolerant, meaning that no single credible
fault can result in failure to achieve mission success. Single
fault tolerance for the spacecraft subsystems is implemented
primarily via cold-spare block redundancy. Cross-strapped
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Figure 6: Flight System-based FP
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Most FP resides here (PCE FSW)
- FP Engine
- Fault monitors and responses
- System Modes

CGTs
RWA
(x6)

Data
Power
RF

most avionics and power subsystem hardware, the MIMU,
CSSs, and CGTs from the GN&C subsystem, the SDST,
TWTA, and LGA from the telecom subsystem, survival
heaters from the thermal subsystem, battery SoC, and
nitrogen propellant. Examples of non-health critical
functions include the EP subsystem, the science
instruments, and DSOC.

devices (e.g., PPUs, heaters), and the REU PPROM can
detect a PCE outage and independently turn those devices
off in order to keep the system safe. Second, Maxar
typically operates with significant ground in the loop
(GITL) and takes a “fail-operational” approach in order to
minimize operational downtime, whereas Psyche is required
to operate with long ground communication outages of up to
34 days and therefore takes a “fail-safe” approach in order
to ensure flight system safety and to reduce FM design
complexity. This means that the flight system must have a
robust safe mode design that enables long autonomous
operation on a minimum hardware set.

A secondary objective of the FM system is to limit lost EP
thrust time and science operation time, where “easily”
avoidable. This means that some limited autonomous device
recovery (e.g., SRU-reset to “fly-through” radiation upsets
instead of entering safe mode) is taken to preserve EP thrust
time and science operation time, where deemed low-risk and
low-complexity. Additionally, a “light-touch” fault response
mode (further described in Section 3) that maintains SRUand RWA-based pointing and HGA communications is
included in the design, for quick ground-based recovery for
low-severity faults. Figure 7 shows the overall FM
objectives.

Another key architecture consideration for the FM design is
the long eclipse duration during orbit D at (16) Psyche.
Although shorter than the orbit C eclipses, the orbit D
eclipses are the most stressful case because the shorter
orbital period does not allow for enough battery recharge
time. This scenario becomes the driving fault recovery case,
to ensure that the battery SoC remains at a safe level.

The integration of the Maxar SEP Chassis into the FM
design presents some key architecture considerations. First,
Maxar typically operates with a warm-spare processor,
whereas Psyche will operate with a cold-spare processor.
This means that special consideration has to be taken during
a processor outage/swap to ensure safety of hardware during
the outage, which can be several minutes. For example, the
JPL PDA has power switch interfaces to critical Maxar

Several governing principles were defined in phase A for
the FM architecture and design. These principles help
inform trades and FM design decisions in phases B and C.
Examples of these principles, their rationale, and their
implementation in the FM design are included in Table 1.
.

Figure 7: Fault Management Objectives
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Table 1: Fault Management Principles
Principle
Implement a centralized FP
architecture
Implement a deterministic FP
design

Rationale
Simplifies FP design and V&V,
minimizes potential interference
Ensures a safe state is achieved and
known by the ground independent
of initial conditions

Example Implementation
FP responsible for all fault responses that result
in device reconfiguration, system mode change
Mode transitions assert flight system state
independent of initial conditions
No interruption of mode transitions or fault
responses

Implement a fail-safe, coldspare architecture

No time critical events or science
collections after launch, simplifies
FP design and V&V

Hard-coded fault monitor logic and response
actions
Autonomous device swaps mostly to maintain
health and safety, with few exceptions
Cold spare PCE

Limit lost EP thrust time, where
easily avoidable
Implement a safe mode on a
minimum hardware set, with
minimal reliance on previous
state knowledge

Implement a “never give up”
strategy
Provide a low battery voltage
detection and response
independent of FSW
Define fault containment
responsibilities for each
interface
Ensure that a single instrument
fault does not preclude nominal
operation of the rest of the flight
system
Ensure DSOC can do no harm

EP thrust time is a resource to be
preserved, to ensure on-time Psyche
arrival
Maximizes robustness for
environmental effects and
unknown/unknowns
Minimizes likelihood of fault
propagation between FCRs due to
faulty data
Protects against multiple or
cascading faults
Protects against FSW faults,
unknown/unknowns

No autonomous promotion out of safe mode
“Light-touch” fault response mode, to enable
quick ground recovery
Lowest tier of safe mode uses CGTs and Sun
sensors, with no reliance on previous inertial
knowledge
Minimal data required on backup PCE
Avionics fault responses cycle through PCEs
Command loss fault response cycles through
LGAs
Capability to read battery voltage and shed loads
by the JPL PDA

Responsibility must be allocated for
fault propagation “in” and “out”, to
ensure FCR boundaries are upheld
Limits lost science collection time

Command validity checks, fusing, power
converter overvoltage protection

DSOC not required for L1s

Separate FCRs for DSOC and the rest of the
flight system

Implement a graceful shutdown
of devices whenever possible

Enables capture of diagnostic data
to simplify fault recovery

Implement operational
flexibility

Ensures Imager Sun-blocking filter
in place
Necessary to correct design flaws
and anomalies in test and in flight

Individual instrument safing independent of the
rest of the flight system

Single fault tolerant, fail-safe DSOC docking
system
Device shutdown notification in most fault
scenarios (some power faults require immediate
removal of power)
FSW and PPROM upload capability
Ground-configurable FP parameters without
FSW upload
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Fault Management Responsibilities

Critical to the FM design process are the FM analyses.
During phases B/C, these include design analyses such as
the top-down system fault tree analysis (FTA), bottoms-up
system functional failure modes, effects, and criticality
analyses (FMECA), and interface FMECA (iFMECA). In
phase B, the FTA and functional FMECA are used to
identify the fault set and influence the hardware design as
needed (e.g., add redundancy, add telemetry for visibility).
During phase C, the FTA and functional FMECA are used
to identify fault monitors and responses, and create a fault
mitigation matrix, which is a database of every failure mode
on the flight system and its mitigation (e.g., hardware-based
FP, FSW-based FP, waived SPF). Throughout phases B and
C, the iFEMCA is used to ensure that FCR boundaries are
upheld, and identify mitigations for any FCR violations,
(e.g., fuses for overcurrent propagation). During phase C,
FM validation analyses such as timing, coverage, and
interference analysis are also completed to ensure that the
FM design behaves as intended. These fault analyses are
performed for all spacecraft and instrument hardware. Since
much of the Maxar hardware is heritage from their GEO
communications satellite product line, their existing fault
analyses are reviewed and incorporated into the Psyche fault
analyses. A key area of evaluation in the Maxar fault
analyses is identifying faults that are mitigated by groundbased detection and/or response in their heritage system, but
require
mitigation
by
on-board
autonomous
detection/response in the Psyche system (due to TTC), and
how that can be accommodated by on-board FP.

The FM design is distributed, with allocations to hardware,
FSW, and the ground system/mission operations. The FM
design uses both fault avoidance (preventing faults before
they occur) and fault tolerance (tolerating faults after they
occur). In general, the flight system is responsible for
autonomously completing time-critical events (launch and
solar array deployment), autonomously detecting and
responding to faults or incorrect operating conditions where
time to criticality (TTC) precludes ground intervention, and
enabling fault diagnostics. The ground system is responsible
for obeying constraints and flight rules, maintaining and
updating critical parameters (e.g., CSS gain setting, solar
array voltage setpoint, LGA selection), performing regular
hardware checkouts, performing trending of flight system
functions, and performing fault diagnostics and recovery.
Figure 8 shows the allocation of FM responsibilities across
the system.
Fault Management Design Process
The FM system is developed through a rigorous design
process that includes requirements definition, design
analyses, fault monitor and response definition, and
verification and validation (V&V). FM requirements are
derived through functional decomposition of the FM
objectives, analysis of driving scenarios such as launch and
safe mode during eclipse season, and flowdown from the
project-level requirements. FM requirements are levied
directly on the SEP Chassis, JPL subsystems, and
instruments, and include topics such as single fault
tolerance, on-board fault protection, constraint management,
missed thrust, ground communication outages, and fault
diagnostics and visibility.

Figure 8: Fault Management Responsibilities
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verified by iFEMCAs, and the responsibility for fault
containment can be on the “offender” (e.g., overvoltage
protection) or the “victim” (e.g., fuse). Careful consideration
was taken during phase A to ensure FCR separation of JPL
and Maxar hardware, by adding cross-strapping between the
PCE and Maxar devices. Figure 9 shows the flight system
FCRs.

3. FM ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
Redundancy Approach
Single fault tolerance for the spacecraft subsystems is
achieved primarily though block, N+1, and internal
redundancy. The flight system is nominally operated with
cold-spare hardware (redundant unit powered off) because
redundancy is not required to meet performance or
timeliness requirements, every additional Watt costs EP
thrust margin, and a cold-spare architecture simplifies the
FP strategy. Redundancy is used in select, nominal
scenarios to enhance performance; for example, both SRUs
may be used at times to improve pointing performance for
DSOC and to avoid occultations while operating at (16)
Psyche, both REUs are always powered so that the backup
can provide health checks for the prime, and all four RWAs
are powered to enable a null-space controller.

Fault Management Architecture
The role of FSW-based FP is to detect errors and take the
appropriate response action, which can include isolating
devices, recovering functions, and achieving a system-level
safe state. This complements the hardware fault tolerance
architecture by invoking redundancy when needed. FSWbased FP consists of fault (error) monitors, fault responses,
and the FP engine. Error monitors are distributed through
FSW and located as close to function that they monitor as
possible. The centralized FP engine receives error monitor
status and provides response mapping and queuing. The FP
engine maps error monitors to system responses by system
mode and activates responses according to a set of
activation rules.

Fault Containment Regions
An FCR is a segment of the system, the design of which is
such that faults internal to the FCR do not propagate beyond
the limits of the FCR. Fault propagation is defined as the
circumstances where the effects of a fault originating in one
FCR affect functionality outside of that FCR such that the
effects are not reversible or impact the ability to meet
success criteria. Fault propagation can be electrical (e.g.,
overcurrent), logical (e.g., excessive data production),
functional (e.g., loss of one device’s function means another
device cannot function), thermal, or interference (e.g., EMI).
Cross-strapping provides smaller FCRs (functional), and in
general, the flight system is tolerant to a single noncoincident fault in each FCR. The FCR boundaries are

System responses are implemented in the FP module of
FSW, are activated in series, and cannot interrupt another
FP response or a system mode transition. There are also
local fault responses distributed throughout FSW modules;
they run independent of the FP engine and in parallel with
system FP responses. In general, local fault responses are
used to mitigate faults before they elevate to the system
level, and/or to mitigate faults that have a TTC that cannot
be accommodated by the serial system FP engine. To limit
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potential interference caused by local FP responses, a set of
guidelines are established for system vs local FP responses.
Any change to device power states, any coordination of
actions across multiple FCRs, and any change to system
behaviors requires a system response. This includes
sequence termination, device swaps, and system safing.
Local responses can include actions such as command
retries, filtering out invalid data, and power switch retries.

FSW of how it can interact with a device; for example, a
healthy device has no restrictions, while a sick device
cannot be autonomously powered on. Primeness states are
used to inform FSW of which device is in control at a given
time; the prime device is in control while the backup device
is not.
The FP architecture also provides significant capability for
the mission operations team, such as enabling monitors and
responses to be masked, enabling monitor parameters to be
updated, and including telemetry of fault monitor and
response status.

The FP architecture handles conditions where one fault can
trip many error monitors by re-evaluating the error
condition before running any queued fault response. The FP
architecture also handles conditions where many faults can
trip the same error monitor by implementing tiered
responses to allow for different corrective actions to be
attempted. Psyche is inheriting the FSW-based FP engine,
monitor/response architecture, and redundancy management
architecture from the SMAP mission [3]. Figure 10 shows
the FP engine and how it interfaces with fault monitors and
responses.

System Modes Architecture
Psyche uses a system modes architecture similar to other
JPL missions such as MSL and SMAP to enforce a
deterministic flight system state and configure FP [3]. A
ground configurable modes table asserts the flight system
state aligned with a particular goal or objective, such as
launch or safing, to ensure a deterministic end state
regardless of initial conditions. The mode configuration
table configures device power states, sets the battery charge
rate, sets the solar array voltage setpoint (an effective
minimum voltage at which the solar array is allowed to be
operated to ensure power subsystem stability), configures
the telecom system, and configures the GN&C system. The
mode configuration table can also activate a stored sequence
for operational flexibility. The fault monitors are mapped to
system responses based on system mode, which enables
fault responses appropriate for each mission phase/activity.
The system modes table runs in serial with the FP engine, so
that neither can interrupt the other, in order to ensure
determinism of the actions.

Figure 10: Fault Protection Engine
In addition to fault monitors and responses, the FP
architecture includes health and primeness states for device
redundancy management. Health states are used to inform

Figure 11 shows the Psyche system modes. The system
modes associated with ground operations are Sys_Test and

Figure 11: System Modes
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Sys_Prelaunch. The system modes associated with launch
and solar array deployment are Sys_Launch and
Sys_SA_Deploy. The main nominal system mode for cruise
and science operations is Sys_Nominal. The safing system
modes are Sys_Standby_RWA, Sys_Safe_RWA, and
Sys_Safe_CGS and are discussed further in the following
section.

mode is Sys_Safe_CGS, which uses the CSSs, MIMU, and
CGTs to point +X to the Sun and communicate with the
ground using an LGA; this mode is used for faults that are
persistent through less severe tiers of safe mode or pose an
immediate threat to the flight system power state (and thus
may not be supportable on the higher power RWAs). The
FP strategy is to use the least severe safe mode possible, and
only demote to a deeper tier if the fault cannot be resolved
in an earlier tier. This simplifies recovery and minimizes the
use of the nitrogen consumable. Figure 12 shows the safe
mode design and example faults that are mapped to each
safe mode. The detailed mapping of faults to safe mode will
be completed during phase C.

Safe Mode Design
In order to ensure flight system safety during long
communication outages, the flight system autonomously
achieves a sustainable power-positive, thermally safe,
communicative safe mode in the presence of faults that
threaten health and safety. If the flight system enters safe
mode, sequences are terminated and non-health critical
devices are powered off. Depending on the severity of the
fault, the flight system may be reoriented to point +X and
the solar arrays to the Sun and reconfigure for LGA
communications. All safe mode actions are enforced by the
appropriate system modes configuration table.

One of the key phase B objectives for safe mode was
showing that the flight system can achieve its safe state in
the presence of any single fault before the battery reaches a
minimum allowable SoC, defined by the JPL design
principles as 30%. A driving safe mode scenario is defined
with worst-case initial conditions, such as the spacecraft is
tumbling at a high rate with high stored momentum, is at a
worst-case initial battery SoC, has lost all knowledge of its
orientation, and has experienced a fault that requires a PCE
swap, thereby delaying recovery while the redundant PCE
boots. The driving safe mode scenario occurs during the
orbit D peak eclipse season. The worst-case mission profile
has up to five 60-minute eclipses with a short 2.8-hour
recharge period. With EP thrusting and science operations,
the battery cannot fully recharge in between eclipses and is
therefore nominally at a reduced SoC. Figure 13 shows the
driving safe mode scenario, which has a fault occurring
immediately after eclipse, when the battery is at its worstcase initial SoC.

Psyche has three types of safe mode to balance simplicity
with enabling quick ground recovery. The least severe safe
mode is Sys_Standby_RWA, which uses the SRU, MIMU,
and RWAs to point the HGA to Earth and the solar arrays to
the Sun; this mode is used for faults that do not threaten
SRU-based (3J) pointing and enables quick recovery to
nominal operations to minimize missed EP thrust time. The
next level of safe mode severity is Sys_Safe_RWA, which
uses the CSSs, MIMU, and RWAs to point +X and the solar
arrays to the Sun and communicate with the ground using an
LGA (which LGA is dependent on how far the flight system
is from Earth); this mode is used for faults that threaten
SRU-based (3J) pointing. The most severe type of safe

Figure 12: Safe Modes
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amount of nitrogen on the flight system is 42 kg, of which
26 kg is allocated for safe mode. The remaining is allocated
for launch and momentum management.
Subsystem and Payload Fault Protection
In addition to the overarching FM design aspects such as the
FP engine and safe modes, each subsystem and instrument
has a set of associated on-board FP associated. On-board FP
is layered to ensure faults are mitigated at the lowest level
possible, as shown in Figure 14. Hardware-based FP
provides mitigation for low-level faults isolated to a
particular hardware unit (e.g., error detection and correction
for memory upsets). FSW-based FP provides mitigation for
component-, function-, performance-, and behavior-level
faults that require autonomous hardware swaps, span
multiple hardware units, require coordination of multiple
actions across subsystems, and/or trigger system safe mode
(e.g., excess attitude control errors, commands loss timer
expiration, low battery state of charge).

Figure 13: Driving Safe Mode Recovery Scenario
The safe mode recovery timeline for this driving scenario is
analyzed for Sys_Safe_RWA and Sys_Safe_CGS in order
to ensure the battery SoC remains > 30%, as those are the
safe modes in which inertial knowledge may be lost and the
recovery timeline is the longest. The timeline accounts for
the time that it takes to swap PCEs, rate null/detumble the
spacecraft, obtain a Sun-position estimate using the CSSs,
and point +X and the solar arrays to the Sun. On RWAs this
takes up to 110 min and on CGTs this takes up to 120 min;
analysis shows that there is sufficient energy in the battery
to maintain greater than 30% SoC in these scenarios. A key
challenge in the safe mode design was the mounting of the
Sun sensors to ensure a Sun-position estimate could be
obtained. The Sun sensor configuration ensures full-sky
coverage after a single 360-deg turn about the spacecraft Yaxis.

Avionics FP – The role of FP for the avionics subsystem is
to establish and maintain a stable processing platform,
maintain critical device communication, and ensure
robustness to functional errors such as timekeeping,
uplink/sequencing, and memory management. Because the
avionics subsystem is fundamentally required to keep the
flight system functioning, it has a set of internal FP (such as
hardware- and software-based watchdog timers in multiple
FCRs), that ensures that the platform is stable (e.g., PCE
self-reset, REU-initiated PCE swap) and communication
with critical devices is maintained. In addition to detecting a
faulty PCE and swapping to the redundant PCE, the REU
powers off devices during a PCE reset/swap in order to keep
the system safe. FSW-based FP independently provides
health checks such as persistent loss of communication with
critical devices, unexpected PCE resets, bad time
management, and unsafe avionics subsystem device

An additional consideration for safe mode design is
ensuring that there is enough nitrogen propellant for the
Sys_Safe_CGS safe mode. Since it cannot be known how
often the flight system may need to use Sys_Safe_CGS,
conservative assumptions are made about the safe mode
frequency using previous mission statistics. The total

Figure 14: Fault Protection Layering Strategy
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temperatures and voltages, and takes action to swap avionics
subsystem hardware and perform system safing. A key
aspect in maintaining 1553 bus communication is that all
devices on the 1553 bus can be powered off independently
of the 1553 via REU PPROM, so that if any device
overtakes the 1553 bus, it can be isolated and precluded
from interfering with other devices on the bus.

and watchdog timers. FSW-based FP independently
monitors telecom device health, unsafe telecom subsystem
operating configurations (e.g., no powered SDST), and
persistent loss of communication, and takes action to swap
telecom subsystem hardware and perform system safing.
Thermal FP – The role of FP for the thermal subsystem is to
maintain device protoflight temperatures (PFTs) in the
presence of thermal hardware faults and other flight system
faults (e.g., PCE outage). The thermal FP approach includes
FSW-based FP to monitor for faulty temperature sensors
(e.g., failed validity checks) and unsafe device temperatures,
and take action to isolate (mark sick) temperature sensors,
swap heaters as needed, and perform system safing.

Power FP – The role of FP for the power subsystem is to
maintain health of the 100 and 31-V power buses, maintain
a safe battery SoC, and maintain continuity of power to
health-critical devices. The power FP approach includes
hardware-based protective features such as overcurrent
protection and overvoltage protection on power converters.
FSW-based FP monitors power subsystem device health,
incorrect device power states, and system-level problems
such as low bus voltage and low battery SoC/voltage, and
takes action to reassert power states, swap power subsystem
hardware, and perform system safing. FSW-based FP also
independently monitors the solar array voltage setpoint and
takes action to assert a safe setpoint, if needed, in order to
preclude instabilities within the PCU electronics and solar
array power collapse. A key aspect of low battery voltage
FP is that the REU PPROM has the ability to monitor
battery voltage and shed loads independent of the PCE. This
is part of safety net FP, which ensures that an unstable PCE
cannot cause the battery to discharge indefinitely.

Payload FP – The Psyche instruments have varying levels
of hardware fault tolerance and internal FP from their
heritage designs, as shown in Figure 15. The role of FP for
the instruments is to ensure safety of the spacecraft and
instruments in the presence of instrument faults. Because
there are no time-critical instrument operations, there are no
requirements to recover instrument data collection in the
presence of an instrument fault, and the general strategy is
to power off the instrument and rely on the ground to
resume its operation. However, if a single instrument has a
fault, FP can isolate it (mark it sick and power it off)
without impacting nominal operation of the rest of the flight
system. The power off strategy for the instruments is to
collect any diagnostic data and ensure it is in a safe
configuration (e.g., Sun-blocking filter in place for the
Imager).

GN&C FP – The role of FP for the GN&C subsystem is to
ensure GN&C device health and point the flight system and
solar arrays to a safe attitude in the presence of actuator or
sensor faults. The GN&C FP approach includes local FSWbased FP within the GN&C algorithms to take actions such
as filtering out invalid sensor data, while FSW-based system
FP independently monitors GN&C device health and
system-level problems such as high spacecraft rates or
momentum, and takes action to swap GN&C subsystem
hardware and perform system safing.

Because the instruments have different levels of internal FP,
each has different needs from spacecraft FP. The
Magnetometer has an internal overcurrent protection circuit,
but relies on the spacecraft to detect and respond to any
other faults. The Imager self-reports several fault conditions,
such as memory problems, but relies on the spacecraft for
all fault response actions. The GRNS has sophisticated
internal fault detection and response actions, such as
detecting a high voltage fault and ramping down its power
supplies, but also relies on the spacecraft to independently
detect and respond to other unsafe conditions, such as
overtemperature. DSOC has minimal internal fault detection
capabilities and heavily relies on the spacecraft for fault
detection and response actions. A unique consideration for
DSOC as a class D technology demonstration is ensuring
that it can “do no harm” to the spacecraft. A key aspect of
DSOC’s operational strategy is that it uses a magnetic
levitation system to isolate it from spacecraft disturbances.
If DSOC were to fail in a way that left it permanently
levitated, it could adversely interfere with the spacecraft’s
GN&C system. Therefore, DSOC has a single fault tolerant
fail-safe docking system that is used to dock DSOC into
place when it is not operating or when the spacecraft needs
to ensure that it is in a safe position.

EP FP – The role of FP for the EP subsystem is to protect
EP subsystem hardware and the xenon consumable by
safing the subsystem in the presence of faults. Since the EP
subsystem is not critical to the health and safety of the flight
system, it is the ground’s responsibility to recover nominal
operations. The EP FP approach includes limited internal
fault handling by the PPU to shut off its internal power
supplies for some faults, while FSW-based FP
independently monitors PPU health and unsafe EP
subsystem operating conditions such as the cathode heater
on too long, and takes action to safe the EP subsystem and
wait for ground recovery.
Telecom FP – The role of FP for the telecom subsystem is
to recover flight system communications in the presence of
faults that threaten communication with the ground. The
telecom FP approach includes limited hardware-based FP
for the SDST and TWTA, such as overcurrent protection
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Figure 15: Payload Fault Protection Overview

4. FAULT MANAGEMENT V&V
The FM V&V campaign begins in late phase C; the
objectives of FM V&V are to: 1) verify that the FM system
detects and recovers from faults as specified by
requirements and by the FP monitors and responses, and 2)
to validate that the FM system behaves as intended,
consistent with specified philosophy, priorities, and risk
posture given a wide range of operating conditions. The FM
V&V campaign includes FM engine testing, functional
testing of the FP monitors and responses, scenario testing,
stress and robustness testing, as well as validation analyses
such as timing, coverage, and interference analysis. FM
V&V is executed in a variety of test venues, including
software simulations, hardware in the loop testbeds, and the
flight system flight hardware, using closed-loop simulations
of the flight system behavior and realistic fault injection
capabilities.

5. SUMMARY
The Psyche FM system is at preliminary design maturity
and is responsive to the science objectives, mission drivers
and constraints, and project single fault tolerance
requirements. By combining Maxar’s high-heritage GEO
communications satellite hardware with JPL’s deep space
avionics hardware and FM expertise, the strengths of each
organization are leveraged to develop a robust low-thrust
mission of discovery to (16) Psyche. The phase C design
effort will focus on detailed fault monitor and response
design and the beginning of the FM V&V campaign,
culminating in an FM Critical Design Review (CDR) in mid
2020.
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